
Courier, express and parcel provider 

(CEP) - integration in SAP ERP

Mastering and optimizing the entire logistics chain – from supplier to end customer – is

increasingly critical for market success. Yet despite companies’ best efforts to make

their logistics chains as efficient as possible, there are still frequent disruptions on the

journey of goods from shipping point to customer. Until now, there has been no holistic,

transparent CEP solution in the SAP standard portfolio. Individual interfaces in the logi-

stics chain generally lead to limited transparency, long latency periods, less flexibility in

terms of choice of CEP provider and, as a result, higher shipping and process costs. In

addition to these operational disadvantages in process-critical subsystems, supporting

and maintaining the relevant interfaces and subsystems requires increased time and

effort in terms of IT.

The “CEP Integration” solution from Advanced Applications GmbH is fully integrated in

the SAP process. Even proof of delivery – the EU entry certificate required in accordan-

ce with §17a of the German VAT Implementation Act (UstDV) – is automated within the

solution.
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Advanced Applications GmbH is

the SAP Partner for manufactu-

ring industries: High-Tech, Medi-

cal Engineering, Automotive,

Mechanical Engineering, Plastics

and Process / Pharmaceuticals. 

With a comprehensive service

portfolio, Advanced Applications

covers all services along the value

chain: Process Consulting, SAP

Application Support, SAP Deve-

lopment, SAP Implementation,

Analytics, SAP Maintenance and

SAP Hosting / Cloud Services

(Plan - Build - Run).

ADVANCED APPLICATIONS



Specifically, the new solution offers:

• Connectivity with all well-known CEP providers 

• A central solution for all shipping points defined in SAP

ERP 

• Potential for bulk changes to optimize tariffs

• Integration of tracking data, tariffs/costs, shipping duration

and delivery status in the SAP process

• Automated email notifications to goods recipients

• Access to the shipping status at the CEP provider via a

link from the SAP transaction

• Predefined interfaces, mappings, labels and shipping

documents 

• Standard printer connectivity

• Release protection and updates

• Ongoing support

• A consulting solution, provided within SAP transports

• Optional automated processing of incoming invoices from

CEP providers

• Optional automated verification of VAT ID numbers

• Entry certificate integration and automation

Entry certificates

An entry certificate enables the forwarder or shipping company

to prove that the relevant goods arrived safely in the EU member

state. To document VAT-exempt EU deliveries for financial autho-

rities, the recipient should confirm receipt of the goods. 

This is also taken into account in the CEP Integration for SAP

solution from Advanced Applications GmbH. The shipment sta-

tus is transmitted to SAP by the CEP provider (UPS, Fedex,

DHL, DPD, etc.) via web service. This status is then documen-

ted and automatically filed under the delivery.
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The user works with SAP standard processes, and communica-

tion with the CEP provider’s web service takes place automati-

cally. In fact, with CEP Integration from Advanced Applications

GmbH, the entire process can be automated – from creation of

the delivery in the system to shipping the goods. The functionali-

ty of the SAP ERP standard remains in place and is fully suppor-

ted. Which means users can use the SAP transactions they’re

already familiar with.

Shipping data can be quickly accessed, and is completely trans-

parent, in SAP ERP. Double clicking on the tracking number

opens a new browser showing the current delivery status at the

CEP provider.

There’s no longer any need for additional subsystems to

connect CEP providers to the relevant interfaces. There is also

an optional solution for automatically identifying the most cost-

effective CEP provider/processing incoming invoices and verify-

ing VAT ID numbers.
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